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Malheur County Development Corporation 

Board Meeting Minutes 
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 

10:00 am (Mountain Time) 

Meeting held at the Waldo Conference Center 

218 Main St., Nyssa, OR 97913 

Meeting documents are attached 

Meeting recording can be found at the following link 

  

 

Members Present: 

• Grant Kitamura, Board President  

• Greg Smith 

• Jason Pearson 

• Kay Riley 

• Corey Maag 

 

Regular Board Meeting Call to Order and Acceptance of Minutes: 

Board President Grant Kitamura called the meeting to order at 10:13am. 

 

Kitamura asked Brad Baird to discuss the change orders two and three. 

• Baird noted that the two change orders follow applications for payment four and five, as the board 

had opted to vote on change orders for every application for payment. 

• Change order number two corresponds to extra work reflected in payment number four, and 

subsequently change order number three corresponds to extra work reflected in payment number 

five. 

• Application for payment number four covers work for the first the half of April, which totaled 

$844,785.05 after retainage is held out. 

• Application for payment number four brings the total contract amount up to 6.1 million. 

• Application for payment number five covers the second half of April and totals $807,521.50 (after 

retainage). 

• The two change orders and pay requests will catch up the contractor through the month of April. 

• Additional breakout material was sent in the morning that shows the summary of costs associated 

with the change orders. 

 

Kitamura asked if we are about $1.8 million over budget at this time? 

• Baird responded that the $1.8 million figure is about correct at this time. 

 

Smith asked for confirmation regarding the change orders, and whether or not they reflect work already 

completed. 
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• Baird confirmed that is correct. 

 

 

Maag asked about material costs, and whether Anderson Perry has investigated cheaper options. 

• Baird responded that $20 a ton for the 4” minus delivered to the site is a reasonable cost. Anderson 

Perry has forwarded every option of material sources to the onsite contractor and asked them to 

investigate. Two or three didn’t meet spec, and a couple of them did not have mineral rights to sell 

the material.  

 

Maag asked if the pit directly south of the site could supply the 4” minus. 

• Baird responded that the material in that pit would not be sufficient to output the 4” minus, 

although it does have enough rock to crush it and make sub ballast. 

 

Maag asked if any sub ballast has been made yet? 

• Baird was unsure but knows that they should be starting this process if they have not already. 

 

Riley asked about the rail bed, and if the spurs will be at the same height as the mainline. 

• Baird responded that there will be about a foot of sub ballast with the geogrid, then Railworks will 

put in the actual ballast, which is about 1-1.5 feet high. Once the ballast is one, the rail will go on 

top. Our rail lines will not be the exact same height as the mainline, rather a bit lower. 

 

Kitamura asked if Railworks is distinct from the contract one contractor. 

• Baird confirmed that they are, and that Railworks is only doing work on the rail lines. 

 

Kitamura followed up by asking if the rail work is normally on par with the contracted amount. 

• Baird said that a lot of the rail is fixed quantities, so additional cost is not anticipated. One possible 

cost increase would be diesel costs because of the drastic price changes. 

 

Maag asked if UP has been out lately to inspect the site. 

• Baird responded that he is unsure but knows that they come out regularly. 

 

Smith requested that Baird reach out to UP to have a member of their team attend a board meeting. 

• Baird confirmed that he will reach out to their team. 

 

Kitamura noted that he would welcome any comment from the UP team prior to their attendance at a 

meeting. 

 

Smith also requested that Baird reach out to the Americold design team to determine their interest in 

participating in an MCDC meeting. Specifically, the board would like to discuss with them how the facility 

needs to function. 

 

Maag asked if Baird had anything to share regarding financial commitment from Americold. 
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• Baird responded that they were not ready to make a commitment at the time but were going to 

consider it. 

 

Baird moved on to discuss the building contract, and whether MCDC should award the bid that has been 

received. 

• Smith added that trying to build during this extraordinary inflation is not logical. 

• Kitamura added that he doesn’t believe the board has a problem with additional delays. 

• Riley added that it’s clear we’re trying to get this done and paid for, but in the private sector, when 

you have 90% of a project paid for already, you would go and borrow the money to complete the 

project. That borrowed money could then be paid back by freight rates. 

• Smith continued by noting that he has held back on the debt conversation. He mentioned that 

Business Oregon has tools available, and we could use the investment we already have as collateral 

for a loan.  

• Riley noted that he is not advocating for debt, but it is an option. 

• Maag mentioned that he would much prefer the building to be done correctly, and not held off if 

possible. Graveling the roads and the parking lots will still maintain functionality, but we need a 

building that is done right, and serves the needs of shippers. 

 

Kitamura then brought the meeting back to the topic on hand, asking for any questions from the board 

regarding the change orders or payment applications.  

• Maag asked Smith if prior payments have been reimbursed yet. 

o Smith confirmed that they had. 

• Maag followed up by asking what the timeline was on those reimbursements. 

o Smith responded that two to three weeks is typical, but it can vary. 

• Kitamura asked if it is possible to have ODOT pay the bills directly. 

o Smith answered by stating that the grant funds require MCDC to pay, then request 

reimbursement. 

• Kitamura asked if it is possible to raise MCDC’s line of credit. 

o Smith responded that it is possible, although backlash may be faced from the media. 

 

Kitamura then asked for any additional questions regarding the change orders or payment applications. 

• Maag asked about contract two’s payment request number one, and what it included. 

o Baird responded that it is for the materials that are already one site, as well as their upfront 

mobilization costs. 

• Smith noted that conversations are occurring with ODOT prior to payments of invoices to ensure 

that the documents will be adequate for reimbursement. 

 

Kay Riley made a motion to approve change orders two and three, corresponding with applications for 

payment four and five, all for contract one. Pearson seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 

 

Corey Maag made a motion to approve application for payment number one from Railworks. Pearson 

seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
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Kitamura asked for any further discussion before the board. 

 

Discussions were had regarding Americold, a recent trip made to the county by them, and plans for future 

visits. 

 

Leslie Thompson with the Argus Observer asked for clarification from Baird regarding Americold’s 

hesitancy to make a commitment. 

• Baird responded that the hesitation is on paying for extras in the building. 

 

Riley asked about protocol for visiting the site. 

• Baird responded that it is best to check in at the construction trailer. 

• Smith added that safety vests are available at the MCDC/MCED office. 

 

Baird referenced a service request from Idaho Power that will need to be acted upon. The request is 

approximately $97,000, needed to get power extended into the facility. There is a reimbursement clause 

that allows for up to 80% to be paid back from future tenants that utilize the infrastructure. 

 

Maag asked a question regarding the additional property near the TVRC site, and who’s responsibility it is. 

• Smith responded that it is the county’s responsibility. 

 

Maag asked for an update on where the county is at in regards to valuation and readiness to sale. 

• Smith responded that there is an appraisal that is dated, and in his opinion the value is low 

compared to current market conditions. 

• Smith added that the MCDC board will come into the conversation when tenants want to utilize rail 

infrastructure. 

 

With no further discussion, Grant Kitamura adjourned the meeting at 11:06 am. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Greg Smith, Officer to the Board 
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Malheur County Development Corporation
Treasure Valley Reload Facility
Contract 1 - Earthwork and Culverts
CCO #1 Time and Materials Weekly Summary

Project Total Thru Week 12 $3,171,807.47

TVRC WEEK 1 (2/7/22) WEEK 2 (2/14/22) WEEK 3 (2/20/22) WEEK 4 (2/28/22)
ITEM DESCRIPTION COST
MATERIALS -$                    -$                               9,926.09$               -$                         
LABOR 37,174.88$       40,855.80$                   39,696.43$             40,291.97$             
EQUIPMENT 57,169.91$       68,028.37$                   95,939.61$             69,096.89$             
SPECIALTY SERVICES -$                    -$                               -$                         -$                         
SUBCONTRACTORS -$                    -$                               -$                         -$                         

TOTAL $94,344.79 108,884.17$               145,562.13$          109,388.86$          
**Aggregate materials for weeks 1 thru 4 paid under separate bid items per CCO #1)

TVRC WEEK 5 (3/7/22) WEEK 6(3/14/22) WEEK 7 (3/20/22) WEEK 8 (3/28/22)
ITEM DESCRIPTION COST
MATERIALS $7,963.23 66,831.83$                   147,464.48$          173,220.16$          
LABOR $40,071.48 39,463.38$                   40,202.13$             41,764.93$             
EQUIPMENT $95,234.85 102,355.41$                99,564.22$             106,802.92$          
SPECIALTY SERVICES $7,188.19 -$                               -$                         6,230.25$               
SUBCONTRACTORS -$                    -$                               -$                         -$                         

TOTAL $150,457.75 208,650.62$               287,230.83$          328,018.26$          

Project Total Weeks 1-8 (CCO #1/Pay App #3) $1,432,537.41

TVRC WEEK 9 (4/3/22) WEEK 10 (4/10/22)
ITEM DESCRIPTION COST
MATERIALS $157,040.72 388,907.84$                
LABOR $39,712.35 38,034.15$                   
EQUIPMENT $107,104.69 98,169.87$                   
SPECIALTY SERVICES $60,277.82 -$                               
SUBCONTRACTORS -$                    -$                               

TOTAL $364,135.58 525,111.86$               

Project Total Weeks 9-10 (CCO #2/Pay App #4) $889,247.43

WEEK 11 (4/17/22) WEEK 12 (4/24/22)
ITEM DESCRIPTION COST
MATERIALS 296,423.52$     277,604.12$                
LABOR 39,427.71$       40,689.94$                   
EQUIPMENT 70,458.22$       118,444.45$                
SPECIALTY SERVICES 2,521.35$         4,453.31$                     
SUBCONTRACTORS -$                    -$                               

TOTAL $408,830.81 441,191.83$               

Project Total Weeks 11-12 (CCO #3/Pay App #5) 850,022.63$          
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Malheur County Development Corporation
Treasure Valley Reload Facility
Contract 1 - Earthwork and Culverts
Time and Materials Aggregate Materials Weekly Summary

Thru Qty (Ton) Source
12/31/2021 Pay App #1 4,734.10               43.50$          Installed Rhinehart BLM

1/31/2022 Pay App #2 14,287.77            43.50$          Installed Rhinehart BLM

2/6/2022 5,324.51               26.75$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM
2/7/2022 1 7,261.39               26.75$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM

2/14/2022 2 5,839.59               26.75$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM
2/21/2022 3 9,032.01               26.75$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM
2/28/2022 4 8,164.16               26.75$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM

3/7/2022 5 179.11                  38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge
3/14/2022 6 1,503.19               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge
3/21/2022 7 3,316.79               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge
3/28/2022 8 3,896.09               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge

Pay App #3
4/4/2022 9 3,532.18               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge

4/11/2022 10 2,505.11               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge
Pay App #4

4/18/2022 11 3,226.78               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge
4/25/2022 12 4,327.06               38.00$          Delivered Lacey - Cambridge

Pay App #5

Total Thru Pay App #5 77,129.84            
54,643.53            Rhinehart BLM
22,486.31            Lacey - Cambridge

Price / Ton
Class 700 Rip-Rap



Malheur County Development Corporation
Treasure Valley Reload Facility
Contract 1 - Earthwork and Culverts
Time and Materials Aggregate Materials Weekly Summary

Thru Qty (Ton) Source
12/31/2021 Pay App #1 669.48                  43.75$          Installed Rhinehart BLM

1/31/2022 Pay App #2 4,302.80               43.75$          Installed Rhinehart BLM

2/6/2022 2,135.08               28.79$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM
2/7/2022 1 1,632.04               28.79$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM

2/14/2022 2 2,610.69               28.79$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM
2/21/2022 3 3,296.27               28.79$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM
2/28/2022 4 2,109.87               28.79$          Delivered Rhinehart BLM

3/7/2022 5 -                         
3/14/2022 6 -                         
3/21/2022 7 -                         
3/28/2022 8 -                         

Pay App #3
4/4/2022 9 -                         

4/11/2022 10 3,291.30               20.00$          Delivered Hilltop
Pay App #4

4/18/2022 11 6,536.79               20.00$          Delivered Hilltop
4/25/2022 12 3,642.01               20.00$          Delivered Hilltop

Pay App #5

Total Thru Pay App #5 30,226.33            
16,756.23            Rhinehart BLM
13,470.10            Hilltop

Price / Ton
PitRun / Structural Fill
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